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       You could wait for the world to invite you to the banquet and the ball. Or
you could just show up in your red dress and your headdress ready to
boogie. 
~Tama J. Kieves

Doing work you love is the dizzying path of saying yes to yourself and
yes to a brilliant, hidden self you do not yet know. 
~Tama J. Kieves

You can't judge people and touch their souls at the same time. 
~Tama J. Kieves

If everyone is speaking caterpillar, don't be afraid to speak butterfly.
When it's time to awaken, nothing else will suit you. 
~Tama J. Kieves

Your talents are worth your devotion. Stop saying you don't have time
or it might not make money. Your talents are another form of oxygen
you need to breathe in this lifetime. 
~Tama J. Kieves

WIth both trepidation and relief, I abandoned pragmatism in favor of
magnetism. 
~Tama J. Kieves

You can't force yourself to say "yes" to a bigger life. You will do it in
your way. You will do it when smallness hurts too much. 
~Tama J. Kieves

You belong in the life of your dreams. And you don't belong anywhere
else. 
~Tama J. Kieves

Just start dancing and the band will find you. 
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~Tama J. Kieves

You are meant to succeed in the work you love. Your desire will take
you all the way. 
~Tama J. Kieves

There is no higher qualification than genuine inspiration. 
~Tama J. Kieves

It doesn't matter how you begin. Just jump in. Get moving. 
~Tama J. Kieves

The worship of convention has never yet led to astonishment and a
joyous leap in human potential. 
~Tama J. Kieves

Run, run, run - with everything you have - into everything you are
meant to be. 
~Tama J. Kieves

Who says you can't rock Wall Street and wear purple at the same time?
Jennifer Lee opens the door for artists, healers, and brilliant souls to
take their passion into the marketplace. 
~Tama J. Kieves
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